What I would do with a billion dollars
By: Brendan Ho

If I had a billion dollars, I would build a big mansion on Mars because anyone
living on Earth will die off pretty soon thanks to the evil global warming, so I will
have to move to Mars anyway. I will have to take a space shuttle to get to Mars.
Space travel takes a long time, so I will bring a flat screen TV and lots and lots of
chicken nuggets. When I get to Mars, I will send for a space shuttle carrying
professional construction workers to build my mansion. My mansion will have turbo
engines to move around, twin laser cannons to zap asteroids and angry Martians, a
food storage, a room with an ice cream parlor, a room with a hot tub and sauna, and
a room with a gym. Martians will probably wander over, so befriending them will
benefit me later. Everyone knows Martians have awesome technology, so if I’m nice
to them hopefully they will give me a teleportation device or a UFO. After a while,
maybe I will try to explore other planets.
With the rest of my money I will build a city for my fellow humans and build
more spaceships to bring them here so I’m not the only human living on mars. Also, I
will bring two of every animal. One male and one female, like on Noah’s ark. I will
provide oxygen tanks for other people so they can breathe. I will have to bring
people in slowly at first because of housing shortage, but when I have enough
houses, people can continue their jobs like they did on earth. The human population
will take a severe drop, but humans reproduce quickly so it will be okay.
Earth would be a good place to live, but global warming is a major problem. I
will save earth with Martian technology. Maybe I can suck carbon emissions out of
the atmosphere with a giant vacuum cleaner. Earth will be saved! Then I will send
everyone back to earth while I stay in my mansion.
I will find new species like Martians, discover new planets beyond Pluto,
create advanced technology like robots that can think for themselves, prove that
there is life on other planets, explore every inch of all the galaxies, and go into black
holes without getting killed. Martians probably already can do this, so I will
definitely be nice to them. If I am not, then they will probably zap me with a hi-tech
laser beam and eat my dead body. I don’t know how nice they are going to be, so I
have to be extra careful.

